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What’s in the Constitution?
• Art. I, sec. 2: Decennial census
• Art. I, sec. 4: “The Times, Places and Manner
of holding Elections for Senators and
Representatives, shall be prescribed in each
State by the Legislature thereof; but the
Congress may at any time by Law make or
alter such Regulations, except as to the Places
of chusing Senators.”

Amendments
• 1st: Freedom of speech and assembly
• 14th: Due Process clause: “No State shall make
or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws.”

Gaffney v. Cummings (1973)
• Challenge to Connecticut districts, which
sacrificed shape in favor of approximating
proportional representation
• Map upheld: at least some partisan
considerations are both inevitable and
expected

Davis v. Bandemer (1986)
• Whether Indiana districts unconstitutionally diluted
Democratic votes
• Baker v. Carr (1962) sets six standards for court
intervention in “political questions”
• Court okays Indiana maps in highly fractured decision;
6 justices concur in justiciability

– 4 join standard of "both intentional discrimination against
an identifiable political group and an actual discriminatory
effect on that group
– 2 ask about specific districts “distorted deliberately and
arbitrarily to achieve illegitimate ends”
– 3 join O’Connor: no judicial standard, “self-limiting”
problem

Vieth v. Jubelirer (2004)
• Whether Pennsylvania was an
unconstitutional gerrymander, and whether
Bandemer was wrong
• 5-4 decision; four opinions
– Scalia + 3 in the plurality opinion
– Kennedy concurs in judgment
– Stevens dissents
– Souter + Ginsburg dissent
– Breyer dissents

Vieth v. Jubelirer (2004)
• Plurality:
– Congressional oversight per Art. I, sec. 4 is sufficient
– “no judicially discernible and manageable standards”

• Stevens and Souter:
– Single-district challenges
– Stevens proposes 1st amendment; Souter gives 5pronged test about cohesive political groups

• Breyer:
– Unjustified entrenchment

Vieth v. Jubelirer (2004)
• Kennedy:
– No standard here works, but something might
– Rejects the idea “that a majority of voters in the
Commonwealth should be able to elect a majority
of the Commonwealth's congressional
delegation.”
– Looking for “limited and precise” rationale
– Two obstacles:
• No consensus on comprehensive neutral principles
• Set bounds on court intervention

LULAC v. Perry (2006)
• Total of 6 opinions filed
• Struck down a particular district for racial
gerrymandering, but passed on whole-map
partisan challenge
• Kennedy wrote for the court
– “an equal protection challenge to a political
gerrymander presents a justiciable case”
– “asymmetry alone is not a reliable measure of
unconstitutional partisanship”

Arizona State Legislature v. Arizona
Independent Redistricting Commission
(2015)
• AZ ballot initiative passed a law delegating
redistricting to a non-partisan commission;
legislature sued
• Ginsburg writes for 5-4 court: partisan
gerrymandering “subordinate[s] adherents of
one political party and entrench[es] a rival
party in power.”

14th Amendment Challenges
• Equal protection supplies route for racial
gerrymandering claims
• Suspect classifications trigger strict scrutiny
– Race, religion, national origin
– Abridgment of fundamental right
– Narrowly tailored towards compelling government
interest

1st Amendment Challenge
• Expressive association; content and viewpoint
discrimination
• Williams v. Rhodes (1978)—challenge to Ohio
ballot access for new parties
• Calif Dem Party v. Jones (2000)—party right to
determine their own endorsements
• “First Amendment concerns arise where a state
enacts a law that has the purpose and effect of
subjecting a group of voters or their party to
disfavored treatment by reason of their views”
(Kennedy in Vieth)

Gill v. Whitford (2018)
• Did the district court violate Vieth v. Jubelirer when it held
that it had the authority to entertain a statewide challenge
to Wisconsin's redistricting plan, instead of requiring a
district-by-district analysis?
• Did the district court violate Vieth when it held that
Wisconsin's redistricting plan was an impermissible
partisan gerrymander, even though it was undisputed that
the plan complies with traditional redistricting principles?
• Did the district court violate Vieth by adopting a watereddown version of the partisan-gerrymandering test
employed by the plurality in Bandemer?
• Are partisan-gerrymandering claims justiciable?

Possible Outcomes to Gill
• Door closed:
– Majority finds partisan gerrymandering nonjusticiable

• Door defined:
– Referencing combination of standards, with or
without striking down maps

• Status quo: Door open but deeply unclear
–
–
–
–

Vieth-like decision upholding maps
Highly fractured decision
Hold cases for reargument
Procedural rejection

What Happened
• “The Court holds today that a plaintiff asserting a
partisan gerrymandering claim based on a theory
of vote dilution must prove that she lives in a
packed or cracked district in order to establish
standing. The Court also holds that none of the
plaintiffs here have yet made that required
showing” (Kagan)
• Because there’s no standing, no decision on
justiciability
• Not dismissed, but vacated and remanded to
district court

Structure of Decision
• Everyone concurred in the judgment
• Roberts wrote for the court, joined by 6 and
joined in part by last 2
• Alito, Kennedy just on majority
• Kagan wrote concurrence, joined by Ginsburg,
Breyer, Sotomayor
• Thomas wrote concurrence, joined by
Gorsuch—both opt out of Part III of majority

Why no standing?
• In malapportionment cases (e.g. Baker and
Reynolds), injury was unequally weighted votes
and remedy was statewide
• Here, you’re not injured as an individual
• “A citizen’s interest in the overall composition of
the legislature is embodied in his right to vote for
his representative” (Roberts)
• “To the extent the plaintiffs’ alleged harm is the
dilution of their votes, that injury is district
specific” (Roberts)
• It’s still possible that remedies could be statewide

Part III
• Of 12 plaintiffs, 4 alleged packing/cracking of their districts
in earlier stages of the case
• “This is not the usual case. It concerns an unsettled kind of
claim this Court has not agreed upon, the contours and
justiciability of which are unresolved.…We therefore
remand the case to the District Court so that the plaintiffs
may have an opportunity to prove concrete and
particularized injuries using evidence…that would tend to
demonstrate a burden on their individual votes” (Roberts)
• Very short Thomas/Gorsuch alternative: dismiss, don’t give
the plaintiffs a second shot at proving standing

Kagan Concurrence
• I: How to challenge a state with individual
vote dilution
– Individual injuries of packing and cracking could
be shown across a state by alternate maps
– Enough plaintiffs might require whole new map

• II: Other constitutional injuries
– “Associational harm” to all in state party
– NOT by number of seats—other party activities
– Suggests future plaintiffs and evidence

Benisek v. Lamone
• Single district challenge: retaliatory partisan
gerrymandering
• Seeks strict scrutiny for use of partisan info
• Difficulties using previous map as baseline
• Lots of procedural questions raised:
– Preliminary injunction won’t help 2018
– 3 elections under these maps—irreparable harm?
– Could return after merits trial

Benisek v. Lamone
• Yep, that’s what happened
• Per curiam opinion denying preliminary
injunction
– “Reasonable diligence”
– Newness of retaliation theory
– “Public interest in orderly elections”

• Conclusion: wait to see how district court
applies Gill
• Dodges likelihood of success on the merits

Next Steps
• State Constitution Routes
– Florida in 2015
– Pennsylvania in 2018
– Free and equal election clauses: possibly an equal
right to efficacy in choosing representatives

• SCOTUS post-Gill
– Common Cause v. Rucho

